
Horizon vector and Sky 
painting



Open a letter 
sized file in 
illustrator

Using the shape 
tool pick a shape 
and make a large 
shape in the 
middle of the 
screen



Find a “Horrixon” 
picture.  It can be 
mountains or a 
seascape or even a 
wolf head howling at 
the moon, anything 
that still leaves a 
large about of sky in 
the composition. 

Copy and paste on 
a new layer



Doublicate the picture 
layer and turn on into a 
cutout

Effects> articistic 
Effectis> cutout



Lock all pictures  
layers. In the shape  
layer, use the pen 
tool trace around the 
mountain or subject.  

You do not need to 
trace outside the 
shape.Just make 
sure you connect or 
intersect to the 
outside shape.   NO 
GAPS



When tracing, this 
time keep it very 
rough a jagged, 
kind of overly 
simplified.



Just like in the poly project 
start making geometric 
shapes inside the tracing 
you just penned out.  Let the 
highlights and shadow 
dictate your shapes .



Toggle off 
the 
picture 
layer



1) Select > select 
all

2) Edit Copy
3) Create a new 

layer
4) Edit paste in 

new layer



1)Lock top layer for now

2) select> select all

3) object> live paint > 
make

4)using the live paint too 
paint in grays in the 
shapes that conveys the 
correct value ie darks 
where the shadows were



Unlock the top 
layer and lock 
the “gray layer”

Again prepare 
this layer for live 
painting

But this time 
lets use the 
patterns from 
geometric 
patterns folder 
to fill in the 
shapes





Unlock the 
vector layers 
and 

Select and 
select all

Edit> copy



Open a new letter 
sized file in photo 
shop

Edit paste



1)Using the 
paint bucket 
tool fill the 
background 
with a color

2) using the 
magic wand 
tool and select 
the sky and 
delete it





Find a sky 
or a cool 
gradient 
color 
photograph



Toggle off the 
the mountain 
vector layer

Paste on your 
gradient under 
the other layer



Duplicate the later 
and posterize the 
top one

Edit> adj> posterize



Add a new layer and with your 
paint brush paint in  (BLOCK) 
in the colors



Once all is 
blocked begin 
using your 
MIXER BRUSH 
TOOL and blend 
the colors


